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THE LUXTIMATE:
Pricing Homes in the $10 Million+ Market
he unprecedented growth of the ultra luxury housing market continues to
generate intrigue. In 2012, over 200 transactions were recorded in the top 15
U.S. cities for luxury home sales priced $10 million and above.* Earlier this year,
the real estate world also took notice when news organizations began announcing
another record-setting residential sale in Northern California—the second in 18
months to have reportedly tipped the $100 million mark.

T

As luxury homes continue to exceed price records, Coldwell Banker Previews
International ® has taken a rare look behind the art and science of determining
property values at the highest echelons of the marketplace. We consulted with
Previews ® agents who consistently market properties in the $10 million and up
range in Miami, Beverly Hills, Santa Barbara, Aspen, Greenwich and Paris. They
have helped us cover the most common challenges, as well as analyze everything
from location to irreplaceability and other intangibles that impact ultra luxury
pricing to arrive at what we call a “luxtimate.”

PRICING METHODOLOGY

AT A GLANCE
 Factors that affect price at
$10 million+:


















 








 Pricing the finest properties is not
an exact science—but an
art form. Casa Casuarina Miami
listed at $100 million, trades like
a work of art.

In the ultra luxury space, where properties are anything but typical and comps are
often scarce, “there is no formula,” said Craig Lipsey, president of Lipsey Appraisal
Service, who has appraised more than 100 ultra luxury homes throughout the
Southern California region. “Of course, as an appraiser, we try to use verified
comparable market data, but we also must step out of the box to properly evaluate
unique properties where comparable data may not exist—often the case at the
ultra high-end. There is also an emotional component to these properties, and no
appraiser can fully quantify that with a one-size-fits-all formula.”
Many Previews specialists agree that pricing the finest properties in their
marketplace is not an exact science—but an art form. “A lot of it is subjective,”
said Lipsey. “After all, how do you estimate the value of something as one-of-akind as a Picasso or a Neutra home? An appraisal is really just an estimate until
you actually get out there in trade.”

UNIQUE CHALLENGE: DATA
Because each ultra luxury property is so unique and accessible to a small niche
of high-net-worth individuals, the challenges associated with pricing at the very
top of the housing market are widespread. One of the most well known challenges
is a lack of comparable data. After all, the term “ultra luxury” implies a certain
level of uniqueness that is beyond comparables, notes Jill Hertzberg, a Previews
specialist in Miami and part of “The Jills ®,” Coldwell Banker’s No. 1 real estate
team.
“If you look at a property like Casa Casuarina, on the market for $100 million,
it really trades like art,” Hertzberg said. “The basic rules of supply and demand
come into play. The more rare and special the property is—to the point where
there is only one in the world—the price increases substantially.”
Previews specialist Tamar Lurie in Greenwich, Conn. agrees that from a supply
and demand perspective, the methodology for pricing ultra luxury properties
follows a different path from the traditional market.
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“When you’re talking about properties at the very high-end
of the luxury segment—and in Greenwich, I would define
that as $ 20 million and up—there is no reason to comply
with the marketplace,” Lurie said. “The properties are that
unique.”
Randy Solakian, a Previews specialist based in Montecito,
agrees that scarcity implies a premium price, and many of
the properties in the Santa Barbara/Montecito marketplace
meet that criteria.
“The market here is very heterogeneous,” Solakian said.
“Santa Barbara is an established area, where lot sizes were
created 100-120 years ago, so most properties here are
atypical. Most of these properties have irregular shapes,
sizes and diverse architecture styles. That’s where the art
comes into play when pricing these estates. It’s all about
finding a property’s place in the context of its market.”
Further complicating the issue is the increasing popularity
of off-market or “pocket” listings, at the ultra high-end.
One only has to look at a list of the nation’s most expensive
sales over the last few years, as reported by the media, to
see the trend: a $75 million Malibu sale in January 2013,
a $117.5 million Woodside sale in November 2012, a $100
million Los Altos Hills sale in 2011.
“I’ve never experienced as many high-end properties
being marketed off the MLS,” said Lipsey, who estimates
he’s seeing at least triple, and maybe more, the amount
of pocket listings in the $10 million and up range from five
years ago. “It can lessen the accuracy level of our appraisals
when you market properties off the MLS, because there is
limited specific property details and public records often
do not report full sales prices. In addition, there can also
be a problem with lag time in reporting. We must rely on
a lot of second-hand information that may or may not be
fully accurate.”

UNIQUE APPROACH
When faced with a lack of comparable data, many real
estate agents at the top echelons of the market have had
to develop an individualized approach to pricing their most
prestigious properties. Herein lies the “art” of creating a
luxtimate.
“I travel frequently and visit properties in Paris, Monaco,
Beverly Hills, Malibu, Miami or London,” said Laurent
Demeure, president and chief executive officer of Coldwell
Banker Previews France and Monaco. “There is always
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a comparable somewhere in the world because today’s
ultra affluent buyers can choose almost any property they
want…whether it’s a penthouse in South Beach, a house
in Monaco or a waterfront estate in Malibu. When pricing
the top properties in France, I will often look at properties
sold by other Previews top agents as a way to compare
and come up with a reasonable asking price.”
However, Demeure and his Previews colleagues have
found that pricing a home at the very top of the market
often comes down to knowledge and experience. In fact,
a majority of luxury real estate specialists we spoke to said
that their instincts have played a crucial role in knowing
how to price a property with no comparables.
“My instinct as an agent has been my No. 1 compass,”
said Hertzberg. “I can feel it and know a price for a piece of
property. You can’t get that without being fully immersed
in the business like Jill and I have for the last 20 years.”
Hertzberg’s partner, Jill Eber, remembers a recent sale in
Miami’s posh Indian Creek Village, originally listed on the
market for $ 60 million: “I really felt it was going to sell in
the $40-50 million range, and it sold for $47 million.”

FACTORS IMPACTING PRICE
Not surprisingly, there is no single element that determines
price for a rarified ultra luxury property.
“At the end of the day, it’s not just about square footage
or lot size,” said Lipsey. “There are a lot of intangibles
to consider: architectural significance, quality of finishes,
rarity, irreplaceability, celebrity ownership, individual
amenities and others.”
Of course, Lipsey doesn’t mention location—perhaps
because it is assumed and universally considered to be
the most significant factor in determining the price of an
ultra luxury property.

LOCATION AND LOT SIZE
“People who are buying ultra luxury properties are
focused on location, location, location,” said Hertzberg,
who estimates location could be as much as 80% of the
asking price in Miami, especially in highly sought-after
neighborhoods like Sunset Island and Biscayne Bay. “We
just sold a property at the tip of Sunset Island for $ 20
million, with just over an acre of land. But the location
of that property was so special. It had open bay views
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looking to downtown Miami, and set on a prestigious
guarded island. There are only so many of those kinds of
properties here, so they command maximum dollar.”
In Greenwich, too, location—and specifically properties
located on the waterfront—commands the highest values.
Lurie estimates waterfront locations can be as much as
60% of the home’s value.
“One of the main aspects we look at when we price is,
‘how special is the property from the point of view of the
buyer?’” said Lurie. “When I sold the $40 million estate
in 2011, that home could not be replaced. It sat on four
acres and consisted of two lots: one with the main house,
boat house and deep-water dock, and the other with a
guesthouse. The main house itself needed work, and yet
I had two interested buyers who got into a bidding war.
There is a huge premium for a property in a good location.”
Lot size is also a main component in pricing ultra luxury
properties in Greenwich, since properties with a lot of
acreage are in limited supply. Says Lurie: “A property with
10-15 acres would be a very unique offering.”
In Beverly Hills, location is typically worth about 35% of a
home’s value, estimates Joyce Rey, a Previews specialist.
Residences in the hills overlooking Los Angeles typically
draw higher values than those in lower parts of the city.
However, Rey cautions that it is not always possible to
quantify because it depends on what the buyer sees as
valuable.
“For example, it was once said that a view added 10% to
the value of the home,” said Rey. “But if someone wants a
view, then it’s worth 100%. If he or she wants privacy, then
privacy becomes 100% of the home’s value. It’s our job to
be sensitive to what the buyer wants.”
Likewise, Solakian notes (somewhat facetiously) that
location is worth “200%.” That is why, in most affluent
markets, a teardown property on a prime piece of land
would likely be priced higher than a brand-new home
set in a less desirable location. What is considered a
“prime piece of land,” of course, is relative. In Greenwich,
Miami, Santa Barbara and Monaco, it might be waterfront
properties or lots with ocean views. In the “Platinum
Triangle” communities of Beverly Hills, Holmby Hills or Bel
Air, it might be city views, privacy or a lot situated along
the fairways of the Los Angeles Country Club. In Aspen,
it’s acreage near downtown.
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“Many buyers in today’s marketplace like to use the
price-per-square-foot analysis as a basis for value, but it
assumes all lot values are the same,” said Brian Hazen, a
Previews specialist in Aspen, who estimates location and
land value can be at least 50% of a property’s total price in
this trendy ski resort town. “In what we would call an ultra
luxury resort niche market, a location on a triple A-rated
lot could very easily affect the price, compared to a B- or
C-rated lot. For example, if you have a 65-acre piece of
land with creek frontage and dramatic views within a few
miles to downtown Aspen, that would be irreplaceable in
today’s market. Geographical and zoning limitations make
that type of product very, very rare.”
Hazen points to the currently listed $47.5 million Jigsaw
Ranch and Hala Ranch, a lavish 90-acre ranch owned by
Saudi Prince Bander bin Sultan that sold off-market in
2012 for $49 million.
“It’s subjective what that property was worth to that
buyer,” he said. “But the truth is, it’s set on 90 acres next
to the exclusive Starwood community, just minutes from
downtown Aspen, and quite simply, there is nothing else
like it. You could not physically build that property today,
much less find a parcel of land that size in that location.”

CANNOT BE REPLICATED
Another factor that has a significant impact on pricing?
Irreplaceability. Aspen and Beverly Hills are two markets
where irreplaceability plays a major role, as new
construction restrictions have elevated certain estates to
“one-of-a-kind” status.
“Properties that cannot be replaced have become more
common in today’s Aspen ultra luxury market,” said
Hazen, estimating irreplaceability could potentially add
25-40% to the price. “Aspen has enacted strict growth
restrictions, so you can only build a certain size home
based on lot size. If you want to build more than 5,750
square feet—the maximum in Pitkin County—on say 100
acres, as an example, you will need to buy one or more
Transferable Development Rights, adding 2,500 square
feet for each, if allowed, up to 15,000 square feet. County
rules also prevent one from building a home or making
improvements within 100 feet of a river or creek. So, if you
have a 90-acre property—like Hala Ranch—near Aspen,
irreplaceability adds significantly to the price,” said Hazen.
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With L.A.’s current height restrictions in place for new
residential structures, many of the city’s most iconic
estates also cannot be built today—making them very rare
and very appealing to an extremely wealthy buyer who is
looking for a statement property. The Manor and Fleur-deLys estates, both in Holmby Hills, are prime examples and
both have been represented by Previews in the past. The
Manor sits on 4.7 acres with four levels and 56,500 square
feet; while Fleur-de-Lys rests on 4.5 acres and stands
at 41,000 square feet with five levels. Neither residence
could be built today under the city’s current laws.

CELEBRITY
Celebrity ownership is an “intangible” that is difficult for
most luxury real estate specialists to quantify, but no
doubt can have some effect on price, or at least perceived
value. Beyond the fact that celebrity ownership usually
brings more exposure to the listing, some buyers may
hold celebrity-owned properties in higher regard, since a
celebrity often represents style, glamour or good taste.
“People feel that celebrities have the means to consult
with professionals when making important decisions like
purchasing a home, and that if a celebrity lived in a home,
they most likely chose it because there is something very
special and unique about it,” said Hertzberg. “That is the
reason people look at those homes and understand there
is something to pay attention to in a celebrity home.”
Demeure believes having a celebrity element can also help
market the home. “A celebrity is a brand in a certain way,
and a brand creates value,” he said.

CONDITION OF PROPERTY
The condition of the property may be of lesser importance
in the overall price of a $10 million+ property, but it is still
relevant. Most Previews specialists estimate the condition
of the property can be anywhere from 10-30% of the total
price.

CUSTOM UPGRADES

parks with a lazy river, a private tunnel for avoiding the
paparazzi and a grand ballroom with glamorous mosaic
tile floor that retracts to reveal an indoor pool. Such
extravagant amenities can work for or against an ultra
luxury listing, since it may appeal to only a small niche.
Noted Solakian: “People will spend millions developing a
home to their specific taste, and in the end, it could appeal
to such a narrow percentage of the buyer pool.”

NUMEROLOGY
When there is no comparable market, numerology can also
factor into pricing—which, in many cases, acts as a signal
to ultra high-net-worth individuals than an expectation of
value. There have been several examples of professional
athletes listing their ultra luxury homes priced according to
numbers that are significant to them. NBA star Shaquille
O’Neal originally put his 2.5-acre Miami Beach mansion
on the market in 2005 for $ 32 million—his jersey number
on the Miami Heat. In 2009, Joe Montana listed his estate
in Napa Valley for $49 million—in what appeared to be a
nod to his legendary career as quarterback for the San
Francisco 49ers.
Hertzberg also recalls a seller who liked to gamble. “He
wanted to set the price for his property at $ 21 million
because it was a lucky number,” she said.

FUTURE
Despite the nuances associated with pricing properties
that are incomparable by their very nature, the recordsetting $100 million+ residential sales over the last two
years indicate that the art of setting a price for a prestigious
estate is one that requires tremendous expertise. As the
majority of the world’s top real estate agents have found,
there are people in the world who can and will make
these types of residential investments. In fact, with the
increasingly global nature of today’s ultra luxury market,
it is hard to imagine that a $ 200 million sale would not be
possible in the near future. Concludes Demeure: “There is
no limit except imagination.”
* Source—Coldwell Banker Previews International ® Luxur y Market Repor t,
March 2013, excluding Metropolitan New York.

Customized or over-stylized features can often pose a
challenge when pricing a home in the ultra high-end. Over
the years, there have been stories about mansions with
opulent amenities such as discothèques, backyard water
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